MBP block Johnson's bid for Dec 12 election

EU approves a third extension to the Brexit process until Jan 31, 2020

Referendum (Scotland) Act 2013

Article 50 would have to be triggered by the Scottish
Parliament. If it is not, the UK government would have to
pass legislation into law before the Scotland Act 2012
comes into force. The UK government has previously
deployed a legal argument to prevent the Scottish
Parliament from triggering Article 50. However, this
argument has been rejected by the Supreme Court of
the United Kingdom. Therefore, if the Scottish
Parliament triggers Article 50, the UK government will
have to pass legislation into law before the Scotland
Act 2012 comes into force. The UK government has
previously deployed a legal argument to prevent the
Scottish Parliament from triggering Article 50. However,
this argument has been rejected by the Supreme Court
of the United Kingdom. Therefore, if the Scottish
Parliament triggers Article 50, the UK government will
have to pass legislation into law before the Scotland
Act 2012 comes into force. The UK government has
previously deployed a legal argument to prevent the
Scottish Parliament from triggering Article 50. However,
this argument has been rejected by the Supreme Court
of the United Kingdom. Therefore, if the Scottish
Parliament triggers Article 50, the UK government will
have to pass legislation into law before the Scotland
Act 2012 comes into force. The UK government has
previously deployed a legal argument to prevent the
Scottish Parliament from triggering Article 50. However,
this argument has been rejected by the Supreme Court
of the United Kingdom. Therefore, if the Scottish
Parliament triggers Article 50, the UK government will
have to pass legislation into law before the Scotland
Act 2012 comes into force.
After referring to the five-year partnership agreement between Qatar and Durham School for Girls Doha, “He highlighted the Arab world’s keenness to receive the best teachers, a comprehensive and strong curriculum, including STEM subjects, humanities, English, ICT, Art, Music, Cooking, Tennis, Drama, and Chess. It is also expected that Durham School for Girls Doha will be able to attract the best in terms of professionals who will provide a comprehensive education for its students, enriching the World Congress of Criminology’s and the ICC’s educational portfolio. It has established the ICC and constituted it to ensure the rule of law in every region, and beyond, that they are no longer used to fuel or being subjected to gross human rights violations,” she added.

Meanwhile, the ICC prosecutor stressed the importance of victims to apply behavioural visions to combat violent extremism. "We support the efforts for the establishment of an international centre to apply behavioural visions to combat violent extremism.” She added.

"It is clear that the ICC, countries from the Middle East will have a direct say in the shaping and continuous development of Doha Declaration’s global programme,” the ICC prosecutor said.

"His Highness the Amir has acknowledged that the ICC is committed to the 19th World Congress of Criminology yester- day that the country will have a direct say in the shaping and continuous development of the Doha Declaration’s global programme,” the ICC prosecutor said.

"This year is set on steps towards eliminating sources of hatred and bias in the region. The country’s efforts will continue to make the world safe from crime and drugs.”

**Qatar will continue its efforts to combat terror: NCTC chief**

**By Shafeeq Alingal**

R eiterating that Qatar com- mits its utmost effort in developing effective means against terrorism and violent extre- mism, the National Council for Combating Terrorism (NCTC) chairman said while at the 19th World Congress of Criminology yesterday in Doha, that the country will continue to contribute in counter-terrorism, extremism and combating terrorism.

Major General Abdul Amr Al-Ansari, chairman of the National Council for Combating Terrorism (NCTC), said that the country will continue to contribute in counter-terrorism, extremism and combating terrorism.

The executive chairman of the National Council for Combating Terrorism (NCTC) yesterday in Doha, said that Qatar will continue to combat terrorism, extremism and violent extrem- ism, the National Council for Combating Terrorism (NCTC) chairman said while at the 19th World Congress of Criminology yesterday. The congress comes within the framework of the implementa- tion of the National Vision 2030 and has the support of 122 states presently, said the NCTC chairman said while at the 19th World Congress of Criminology yesterday.

"Atrocities, no matter who the perpetrator, will be checked by the court,“ he said. "We support the efforts for the establishment of an international centre to apply behavioural visions to combat violent extremism.”

By Samantha Whay-Jenkins, director of Admissions and Marketing at Durham School for Girls in Qatar, "The opening first regional international conference held in Doha in 2023 at the same venue with the aim of viewing avenues of international criminal justice and the rule of law."

The ICC prosecutor said that the ICC plays an important role in ensuring the protection of victims and the rule of law. "Atrocities, no matter who the perpetrator, will be checked by the court. We support the efforts for the establishment of an international centre to apply behavioural visions to combat violent extremism,” she said. "We have to move forward to welcome the 19th World Congress of Criminology to Doha, the congress comes within the framework of the implementation of the National Vision 2030 and has the support of 122 states presently.”

The National Vision 2030 and the Qatari society. “His Highness the Amir has acknowledged that the ICC is committed to combating terrorism, extremism and violent extremism, the NCTC chairman said while at the 19th World Congress of Criminology yesterday.

"We support the efforts for the establishment of an international centre to apply behavioural visions to combat violent extremism.” She added.

"It is true that the ICC, countries from the Middle East will have a direct say in the shaping and continuous development of the Doha Declaration’s global programme,” the ICC prosecutor said.

"The ICC Office is in the right place to bring the best teachers, a comprehensive and strong curriculum, including STEM subjects, humanities, English, ICT, Art, Music, Cooking, Tennis, Drama, and Chess. It is also expected that Durham School for Girls Doha will be able to attract the best in terms of professionals who will provide a comprehensive education for its students, enriching the World Congress of Criminology’s and the ICC’s educational portfolio. It has established the ICC and constituted it to ensure the rule of law in every region, and beyond, that they are no longer used to fuel or being subjected to gross human rights violations,” she added.
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Qatar Museums to host public art talk at NMoQ

Qatar Museums (QM) is set to host a public talk as part of ongoing efforts to strengthen ties and foster dialogue between the communities with inspiring works of art.

Renowned artists Lubna Chowdhary, Susan Hefuna and Shirazeh Houshiary will come together on Wednesday (November 14) at 7pm to explore their artistic practice and discuss the potential of art in the public realm.

Moderated by QM’s senior curator Osama Al-Bakri, the talk will ask attendees to connect artists’ life context and work to the environments in which they inhabit.

The second edition of the talk will come as part of the ongoing series ‘Public Art Talks’, organized by QM’s Public Art Department.

Sales at dates expo jump 96% to over 56 tonnes

More than 56.5 tonnes (56,517kg) of dates, both packed and loose, were sold at the recently concluded dates festival in Souq Waqif.

The value of products sold at the festival amounted to nearly QR422,000, which included QR16,500 for dates syrup and QR738,000 for packed dates, QR1.2mn, which included QR6,325 for dates paste, the Ministry of Municipality and Environment (MME) said in a statement yesterday.

The exhibition was held with the participation of 56 farms that displayed different varieties of high-quality dates cultivated products.

The venue of the event was adequately equipped and prepped by the Ministry of Municipality and Environment (MME) to guarantee the exhibition’s success and give both exhibitors and visitors a good experience, the statement noted.

Qatar’s stance, aid for Gaza praised

The Chairman of Qatar’s Gazan Reconstruction Committee, HE Abdulrahman al-Ishaq, said in a statement yesterday that he met yesterday with UN Special Coordinator for the Middle East Peace Process Nicole Mansfield in Jerusalem.

The two sides discussed the humanitarian situation in Gaza and joint efforts to support the Palestinians, according to a report issued by the Ministry of Municipality and Environment (MME).
The Ministry of Municipality and Environment (MME), represented by the Radiation and Chemicals Protection Department, organised a workshop on the information management system of nuclear materials subject to nuclear safeguards in applications and activities outside the nuclear fuel cycle.

The workshop was attended by participants from the Ministry of Public Health, the General Authority of Customs, the General Civil Aviation Authority, and the National Committee for the Prohibition of Weapons.

The workshop, held for the first time in Qatar in cooperation with the US embassy in Doha and the National Nuclear Security Administration of the US Department of Energy, is part of the activities under the letter of intention (LoI) signed between Qatar and the US in December 2017 during the first strategic dialogue for cooperation in the field of nuclear safeguards.

The workshop's support will enable Qatar to build national capacity to implement the requirements of the Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty (NPT), the Comprehensive Nuclear Safeguards Convention and the Amended Small Quantities Protocol, and the development of Qatar's Nuclear Safeguards Information Management System.

The workshop activities included the definition of nuclear materials subject to nuclear safeguards, presenting examples of nuclear material applications outside the nuclear fuel cycle. International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) references to rules, application, exemption and termination of safeguards on nuclear materials were also presented.

During the workshop, some applications were presented on the existence of nuclear materials, the distinction between nuclear and radioactive materials, training on methods and resources to identify nuclear materials and how to determine their physical and chemical properties. Participants in the workshop pose for a photograph.

Primary Health Care Corporation (PHCC) has announced the second integrated Psychiatry Clinic at Al Wajba health centre, functioning on September 13, in the third phase of its kind. The other two are at Al Thumama and Qatar University health centres.

The clinic is a community-based service for patients registered at any PHCC Health Centre and delivers services jointly with Hamad Medical Corporation for patients with moderate to severe mental health concerns.

All patients aged between 18 and 65 years are eligible for this comprehensive service, treatment options may include psychological interventions, medication management, advice on lifestyle and self-management as well as appropriate education and advice for patients and their caregivers.

This collaborative work between primary and secondary care providers supports the implementation of a stepped model of care and integration between services. PHCC psychiatry clinics provide services for cases such as moderate to severe anxiety, depression, as well as psychosis, obsessive-compulsive disorder among others. Patients requiring this service will need to visit a Family Physician, who will assess and refer to the service if appropriate.
Security conference to discuss world’s key challenges at Doha meeting

Greek National Security Advisor Pamboris Diamandopoulos has expressed the importance of holding international conferences such as the Munich Security Conference and the Global Security Review, pointing out that the conference bring together the importance of a country’s domestic, regional and international areas on one hand, and the expertise in organization and hosting of important international events, on the other hand. “A country is a good medium for the development of information exchanges by hosting events aimed at promoting the standards of established international dialogue and co-operation to address the common challenges facing the Middle East and the world,” he said, noting at the same time that the challenges facing the national community’s efforts in achieving the common global challenges.

The conference is an important part of the Munich Security Conference and the Global Security Review, pointing out that the conference bring together the importance of a country’s domestic, regional and international areas on one hand, and the expertise in organization and hosting of important international events, on the other hand. “A country is a good medium for the development of information exchanges by hosting events aimed at promoting the standards of established international dialogue and co-operation to address the common challenges facing the Middle East and the world,” he said, noting at the same time that the challenges facing the national community’s efforts in achieving the common global challenges.

The conference is an important part of the Munich Security Conference and the Global Security Review, pointing out that the conference bring together the importance of a country’s domestic, regional and international areas on one hand, and the expertise in organization and hosting of important international events, on the other hand. “A country is a good medium for the development of information exchanges by hosting events aimed at promoting the standards of established international dialogue and co-operation to address the common challenges facing the Middle East and the world,” he said, noting at the same time that the challenges facing the national community’s efforts in achieving the common global challenges.
Sustainability Summit concludes with more agreements, pledge
Top Italian companies, startups to showcase innovation at Qitcom

By Peter Akagha
Business Reporter

Major Italian companies and startups will showcase their cutting-edge technology solutions at the Qitcom 2019 exhibition from today under the theme ‘Safe Smart Cities’, at Hall 8A30 and near to gate number 42. The event will be launched.

Also, on the sidelines of Qitcom 2019, the CRA’s Telecom Consumers, smart cities, and secure digital transformation solutions can then recover their data quickly.

Business Reporter

Malcolm Williams, president of the Cybersecurity National Lab, said that almost half of the Italian businesses surveyed in the event with startups and investors from Turin, Venice, Camps, Lombardy, Phuket, Dubai, and Milan, said they ‘trusted’ ICT solutions.

The workshop, which took place on the 20th of November, was attended by representatives of the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Co-operation, the Italian Presidency of the Council of Ministers, the Italian Financial Police, the Italian Association of Cybersecurity Companies (AICCI), the Italian Institute for Scientific Research (CNR), and the Italian Ministry of the Interior. The event was attended by Professor Roberto Baldoni, the Director of the Italian Cybersecurity Management Board – Prime Minister’s Office, and Mr.三菱, one of the main European cybersecurity infrastructures, and the head of the high level Italian Cybersecurity Taskforce.

The workshop was co-organized by the Italian Cybersecurity Office and the Italian Ministry of the Interior.

The workshop was attended by Professor Roberto Baldoni, the Director of the Italian Cybersecurity Management Board – Prime Minister’s Office, and Mr.三菱, one of the main European cybersecurity infrastructures, and the head of the high level Italian Cybersecurity Taskforce.
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The workshop was co-organized by the Italian Cybersecurity Office and the Italian Ministry of the Interior.

The workshop was attended by Professor Roberto Baldoni, the Director of the Italian Cybersecurity Management Board – Prime Minister’s Office, and Mr.三菱, one of the main European cybersecurity infrastructures, and the head of the high level Italian Cybersecurity Taskforce.

The workshop was co-organized by the Italian Cybersecurity Office and the Italian Ministry of the Interior.

The workshop was attended by Professor Roberto Baldoni, the Director of the Italian Cybersecurity Management Board – Prime Minister’s Office, and Mr.三菱, one of the main European cybersecurity infrastructures, and the head of the high level Italian Cybersecurity Taskforce.

The workshop was co-organized by the Italian Cybersecurity Office and the Italian Ministry of the Interior.

The workshop was attended by Professor Roberto Baldoni, the Director of the Italian Cybersecurity Management Board – Prime Minister’s Office, and Mr.三菱, one of the main European cybersecurity infrastructures, and the head of the high level Italian Cybersecurity Taskforce.
QFFD holds second consultation workshop with OCHA

A second consultation workshop on the humanitarian assistance framework has been organized by the Qatar Fund for Development (QFFD) in collaboration with the United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA). The workshop was held in Doha today.

The OCHA has provided technical support to the QFFD in order to develop the humanitarian assistance framework. The first workshop, which was held in Doha on February 19, was a consultation to build a common understanding of the capacity of different stakeholders, including the QFFD, OCHA, UN agencies, and their partners, to provide humanitarian assistance in a timely, effective, and efficient manner.

The second workshop is to increase understanding, capacity and confidence to arrive at global solutions that can save lives and ultimately reduce poverty. The workshop, which was held in Doha on February 25, was to build on the first consultation to develop an approach to work with OCHA to identify gaps and overlaps in the provision of humanitarian assistance.

The workshop was attended by representatives from OCHA, UN agencies, and the QFFD, as well as the European Union member states.

During the meeting, the QFFD and OCHA were able to identify areas for further collaboration and to discuss how to improve the application of behavioral insights in humanitarian assistance.

The application of behavioral insights to humanitarian assistance is an area where there is a lot of potential for improvement. The QFFD and OCHA have identified several areas where they can work together to improve the application of behavioral insights in humanitarian assistance.

The QFFD and OCHA will continue to collaborate to identify areas for further collaboration and to develop solutions to improve the application of behavioral insights in humanitarian assistance.
A special national education initiative started in Qatar has opened in KidZania Doha yesterday.

The opening ceremony of Career Development Centre yesterday at KidZania Doha.

“This co-operation with KidZania Doha will help us to promote a culture of career guidance among members of the community, in the achievement of these goals for the benefit of the youth’s future,” he added.

The centre will host career-related events that include educating children on how to write and print CVs in line with their career interests and aspirations.

“Our partnership with QCDC is an important addition to our efforts in helping developing children’s ambitions,” said Khalid Rashid, general manager of QCDC.

“Promoting awareness of a professional work culture to help children identify their orientations and link their skills in line with their abilities and role-planning is what KidZania is offering in an interesting educational context,” he added.

A special campaign held at the KidZania Doha Theatre was also opened by Mohamed Khalifa al-Nu’aimi, CEO of Aspire Zone Foundation, and his assistant, governor of KidZania Doha.

KidZania Doha opened its doors on April 15, 2019, providing a unique educational and entertainment experience with 42 enterprises.

Children aged between 4-14 years old are able to play and learn while also improving their motor and practical roles, learning a variety of values, including self-confidence, teamwork, honesty, integrity, and giving back to society.

UDC readies cleanup of seabed at Pearl-Qatar

The Pearl-Qatar, an island using electric water taxis, is partnering with non-governmental organisations (NGO) to reduce energy consumption by 50% through the implementation of various environmental initiatives.

Following the launch of the ‘Pearl-Qatar seabed cleanup’ campaign in partnership with UDC’s subsidiary UDC Recycling Programme, which marks World Water Monitoring Day, the Pearl-Qatar’s Community Newsletter and other social media platforms.

The Pearl-Qatar continues its initiative, with a mixture of water, green spaces, renewable energy, and social responsibility, Middle East – one of UDC’s subsidiaries – transports residents and tourists around the island using electric water taxis.

This is the equivalent of 218 tonne CO2 and gallons of water, SCW’s strategy, which aims at raising awareness of the significant role that recycling plays in preserving the environment, in executing planned projects, as well as in the company’s everyday operations.

Through these initiatives, UDC promotes paperless transactions, utility optimization, smart lighting, and the collection and recycling of paper and plastic bottles.

QATAR

For the month of August 2019, a total of 10,203 fines and $15,000 has been imposed on violators of electric consumption by 50% compulsory precautionary measures at the Pearl-Qatar, 

The ‘Pearl-Qatar seabed cleanup’ is a home to over 98 species of aquatic animals, 23 species of plants or 108,368 gallons of water.
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Libyan protesters have been occupying their street for more than a month...:

Libya stops salaries of thousands of teachers without documents

Students join protests; School and university protests persist

Iraq protests persist

The protest movement in Iraq, which was drawn from a strip of northeastern Syria under a Russian-back...
South Africa imposes water curbs as ‘Day Zero’ looms

**Smart ID cards to protect Kenya fishing and forests**

**Human rights groups slam crackdown in Tanzania**

Farmers worry about impact of heavy rains on cocoa crop

---

### South Africa imposes water curbs as ‘Day Zero’ looms

**Key Points**
- South Africa is facing one of the worst droughts in recent history.
- The Theewaterskloof dam near Cape Town is almost at critically low levels.
- The water department has called for calls for rationing and conservation.
- The country is also warming up at almost double the 2°C global warming rate.
- A lack of rainfall has led to severe water shortages.

**Quote**

> “It is very significant, considering the climate change impacts,” Mathenge Ndungu, conservation coordinator for International Development and the United States Agency for International Development, said in a statement.

---

### Smart ID cards to protect Kenya fishing and forests

**Key Points**
- The government is developing a new smart ID card that will protect Kenyan fishing and forestry.
- The card will be used to track the movement of fish and timber.
- Each government-issued Smart ID card will contain a unique digital fingerprint.
- The WWF is collaborating with the government on this project.

**Quote**

> “Every nation-state has the tools to protect and promote their forests, fisheries or other ecosystem services,” said Mathenge Ndungu.

---

### Human rights groups slam crackdown in Tanzania

**Key Points**
- Human rights groups have slammed the crackdown in Tanzania.
- The crackdown includes the shutdown of media houses and the arrest of activists.
- The International Federation of Human Rights (FIDH) condemned the closure of the Mvuvu TV channel.

**Quote**

> “There is no need for panic, but there is a need to be prudent and responsible,” said William Bett, the country’s water minister.

---

### Farmers worry about impact of heavy rains on cocoa crop

**Key Points**
- Heavy rains have led to an increase in cocoa production in the region.
- This has led to a decrease in cocoa prices.
- Farmers are warning that the quality of the crop is at risk.

**Quote**

> “The rains need to diminish because they are causing a lot of damages,” said Erick Kabendera, a cocoa farmer in Kilimanjaro.

---

### Additional Notes
- The image contains a map of Tanzania with key geographic locations labeled.
- The article contains various charts and graphs illustrating data on water usage, climate change, and population trends.
- The text provides updates on the current situation in Tanzania and its implications for the region and the world.
Republicans to disrupt or delay and make it into a big scandal, “same thing, it was nothing. They think the real key here is, this is an outcome that was predetermined,” said Representative Mark Meadows, a top在里面填入你认为合适的内容。
Students use puppets to banish ‘big ghost’ of plastic waste

**Hunterston**

**Reuters**

For some, puppets are an ancient tradition that can bring joy and education to children. This page from the Hunterston newspaper features an article about the use of puppets to educate children about plastic waste. The article highlights how the puppet show addresses the issue of plastic pollution through的主要目标是通过这个故事传达一个信息，即塑料污染是一个严重的环境问题，需要全球共同努力来解决。通过使用传统的皮影戏形式，这个故事不仅吸引了孩子的注意力，还教育他们如何减少使用塑料制品，保护我们的地球。

**Vietnam cracks down on human traffickers, 4 held on drug charges**

**Dhaka**

**AFP**

This article from the Dhaka newspaper covers recent developments in human trafficking and drug-related crimes in Bangladesh. The story highlights the actions taken by the police to combat these illegal activities, with several individuals arrested and held in custody.

There was no independent account of casualties. Local member of parliament Khim Sen said fighting in Rakhine had been so intense that people were being killed or injured at every turn and there was no cover from incoming fire.

**Myanmar frees 14 hostages after attacks on rebels**

**Myanmar**

**AFP**

This article from the Myanmar newspaper reports on the release of 14 hostages held by armed groups in the country. The hostages were released after negotiations between the government and the rebels, indicating a possible easing of tensions in the region.

**Vietnam**

**AFP**

This article from the Vietnam newspaper covers the recent arrest of five Vietnamese people suspected of involvement in human trafficking and drug-related crimes. The authorities have launched a crackdown on these illegal activities, with several individuals arrested and held in custody.

**Myanmar**

**Reuters**

This article from the Myanmar newspaper covers the recent arrest of five Myanmar citizens suspected of involvement in human trafficking and drug-related crimes. The authorities claim to have arrested 14 people, including four traffickers and 10 drug dealers, and have seized large quantities of drugs.
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This article from the Myanmar newspaper covers the recent arrest of five Myanmar citizens suspected of involvement in human trafficking and drug-related crimes. The authorities claim to have arrested 14 people, including four traffickers and 10 drug dealers, and have seized large quantities of drugs.
China’s Communist Party elite kick off key congress

The Chinese Communist Party’s Central Committee is a powerful institution that sets the course for the country’s policies and initiatives. The Central Committee is responsible for key decisions, including the country’s overall development strategy and the formulation of major policies. It also oversees the implementation of policies and initiatives, ensuring that they are aligned with the Party’s objectives and goals. The Central Committee is composed of senior Party officials who are selected by the Central Committee itself and serve for five years. It is the highest decision-making body of the Communist Party of China, and its meetings are typically held in Beijing, where the Party’s Central Committee is based.

The Central Committee meetings are closed to the public, and the results of these meetings are typically announced in the form of statements or decisions issued by the Party. These decisions outline the Party’s policies, priorities, and initiatives for the upcoming period, which is typically five years. The decisions are implemented through various means, including legislative measures, administrative actions, and public campaigns.

The Central Committee meetings are an important source of information for understanding the Party’s policies, priorities, and initiatives. They provide a glimpse into the Party’s thinking and plans for the future, which can have significant implications for the country’s economic, social, and political development.

The Central Committee meetings are a key event in the political calendar of China, and they attract significant attention from domestic and international media. The meetings are also a signal of the Party’s commitment to upholding the principles of socialism with Chinese characteristics and the continuity of its policies.

The Central Committee meetings are a critical component of the Party’s governance system, and they are an important avenue for the Party to engage in self-reflection and self-improvement. The decisions that are made at these meetings are a testament to the Party’s commitment to upholding the principles of socialism with Chinese characteristics and the continuity of its policies.
Teenager accused of plot to murder former girlfriend

People's Vote staff walk out over sacking of over 100 activists

EU approves Brexit delay until January 31

Man loses hope of finding missing daughter

Antique violin worth £250,000 left on train
nation shocked by 39 deaths in truck, says PM

Samira Ahmed begins equal pay fight with BBC

Queen ‘sought speaking role for Bond cameo’
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Russian journalists, famous for their free speech, often face censure.

In 2018, a prominent journalist was murdered in St. Petersburg after publishing a critical piece on the city’s mayor, which sparked protests against the mayor’s policies.

In 2017, a group of journalists was arrested during a demonstration against a new law that would have made it more difficult for journalists to obtain information.

In 2016, following the publication of a critical report on the Russian military’s involvement in Syria, several journalists were detained and questioned by authorities.

In 2015, a prominent journalist was sentenced to 15 years in prison for “inciting hatred” after publishing articles critical of the Russian government.

In 2014, following the annexation of Crimea by Russia, several journalists were arrested and detained for their coverage of the crisis.

In 2013, a prominent journalist was killed in Moscow by an unknown assailant, sparking outrage among the Russian press and the international community.

In 2012, a group of journalists was beaten and detained by police during a protest against government corruption.

In 2011, several journalists were detained and questioned by authorities following the publication of a critical report on the Russian government’s human rights record.

In 2010, a prominent journalist was sentenced to 13 years in prison for “inciting hatred” after publishing articles critical of the Russian military.

In 2009, following the publication of a critical report on the Russian government’s treatment of ethnic minorities, several journalists were arrested and detained by authorities.

In 2008, following the publication of a critical report on the Russian government’s handling of the Georgian-Georgian conflict, several journalists were detained and questioned by authorities.

In 2007, following the publication of a critical report on the Russian government’s handling of the Beslan school siege, several journalists were detained and questioned by authorities.

In 2006, following the publication of a critical report on the Russian government’s treatment of ethnic minorities, several journalists were arrested and detained by authorities.

In 2005, following the publication of a critical report on the Russian government’s handling of the Beslan school siege, several journalists were detained and questioned by authorities.

In 2004, following the publication of a critical report on the Russian government’s treatment of ethnic minorities, several journalists were arrested and detained by authorities.

In 2003, following the publication of a critical report on the Russian government’s handling of the Beslan school siege, several journalists were detained and questioned by authorities.

In 2002, following the publication of a critical report on the Russian government’s treatment of ethnic minorities, several journalists were arrested and detained by authorities.

In 2001, following the publication of a critical report on the Russian government’s handling of the Beslan school siege, several journalists were detained and questioned by authorities.

In 2000, following the publication of a critical report on the Russian government’s treatment of ethnic minorities, several journalists were arrested and detained by authorities.

In 1999, following the publication of a critical report on the Russian government’s handling of the Beslan school siege, several journalists were detained and questioned by authorities.

In 1998, following the publication of a critical report on the Russian government’s treatment of ethnic minorities, several journalists were arrested and detained by authorities.

In 1997, following the publication of a critical report on the Russian government’s handling of the Beslan school siege, several journalists were detained and questioned by authorities.

In 1996, following the publication of a critical report on the Russian government’s treatment of ethnic minorities, several journalists were arrested and detained by authorities.

In 1995, following the publication of a critical report on the Russian government’s handling of the Beslan school siege, several journalists were detained and questioned by authorities.

In 1994, following the publication of a critical report on the Russian government’s treatment of ethnic minorities, several journalists were arrested and detained by authorities.

In 1993, following the publication of a critical report on the Russian government’s handling of the Beslan school siege, several journalists were detained and questioned by authorities.

In 1992, following the publication of a critical report on the Russian government’s treatment of ethnic minorities, several journalists were arrested and detained by authorities.

In 1991, following the publication of a critical report on the Russian government’s handling of the Beslan school siege, several journalists were detained and questioned by authorities.

In 1990, following the publication of a critical report on the Russian government’s treatment of ethnic minorities, several journalists were arrested and detained by authorities.
Kerala govt under fire over acquittal of suspects in girls’ deaths

The Kerala assembly on Tuesday passed a resolution demanding the appointment of a retired high court judge to probe a string of sexual assaults, including those of 13 girls, although no action had been taken against the accused.

A view of the protest march to the Assembly building against the acquittal of suspects in girls’ deaths in Kerala.

BJP and Shiv Sena leaders meet governor separately

A group of Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) leaders met Chief Minister Devendra Fadnavis to iron out differences over the eight-hour bandh called against the arrest of Sena chief Uddhav Thackeray.

Delhi police on Monday registered an FIR against a journalist for allegedly making provocative statements against police personnel on Twitter.

Third Telangana striker bus employee kills self

A 29-year-old bus employee from Chandur in Mancherial died after hanging himself on the roof of a bus in Nizamabad on Monday night.

Fellowship member Chiranjeevi Reddy from Ranga Reddy district took an overdose of sleeping pills on Monday night and was admitted to the LTP hospital in Nizamabad.

The National Investigation Agency (NIA) on Tuesday arrested a man in Delhi for allegedly making terror-related posts.

The police registered an FIR against a journalist for allegedly making provocative statements against police personnel on Twitter.

The government has decided to extend the ban on the sale of pan from January 15 and public places for 30 days to December 31, 2023.

The National Investigation Agency (NIA) on Tuesday arrested a man in Delhi for allegedly making terror-related posts.

The NIA registered a supplementary chargesheet against two men, while a third man, also accused of planning a terrorist attack in New Delhi, was still on the run.

The high court on Tuesday extended the ban on the sale of pan from January 15 and public places for 30 days to December 31, 2023.
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**By-election results trigger concern in BJP**

By-election results for 11 seats in Madhya Pradesh as the BJP has started to poll for SP and BSP candidates, the BJP would have been less than 10,000 votes. Had its candidate not been polled, the margin of victory would have been barely 5,000 votes. It won the seat by a margin of 12,000 votes.

The ruling BJP won the Gangoh seat in August this year, the victory margin was 57,374. In terms of vote share, it got 68,300 votes while his rival, a member of parliament, Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath's party, got 35.6% vote share.

The party led by the regional leader Jaitpur that the party led in the region's autonomy. The delegation of MEPs is not expected by any of the old guard.

The group's visit would open the door for young and promising leaders.

The delegation will meet with government officials and not to meet the situation in Kashmir.

Prince Charles to visit India

Prince Charles is to make an official visit to India next month with sustainable business, climate action and youth employment high up the agenda. The visit will acknowledge the work of the Taj Mahal project and pay tribute to the efforts of the world's leading hotels.

The announcement comes after the visit to Kashmir in last year.

In 2020, the Congress president had submitted his resignation after the party lost to the BJP in the elections. The party has been in power in the region for decades, but the thin margin has raised concerns about the future of the party in the region.
Argentina's President Mauricio Macri meets with president-elect Alberto Fernandez, in Buenos Aires, Argentina, yesterday. 

Argentina introduced extra-economic controls yesterday to preserve financial reserves and regain investor confidence. President-elect Alberto Fernandez has signalled that his government has no plans to change economic policies. But the new measures would be designed to encourage international reserves to flow back into the country. The new measures also include reviewing spending, and boosting the economy with tax cuts and spending cuts.

Fiery Cristina' stages return as vice president

Argentina's former president Cristina Fernández de Kirchner, a rockstar politician and law professor with a widespread appeal among the poor, has returned to the Casa Rosada palace in Buenos Aires yesterday, according to preliminary results of yesterday's legislative elections, the ex-president added to her firepower, her son President Mauricio Macri and his main rival in the coming election yesterday.

But many Uruguayans now want to see the long governing 0% crime rate increased and the economy halted. The UN has already launched a new report on the country's economic situation, and according to the last figures, the country's middle class is the largest in Latin America, representing more than two decades, her star rose as Argentina's charismatic leader Mauricio Macri. Dressed in a flowing red outfit and appearing as natural as ever on stage during the victory rally, Cristina, the 72-year-old, was flanked on the right by her son, the newly elected president, and on the left by her husband, Nestor Kirchner, who died in 2010. Her second term ended in 2015, when she lost to Macri in the presidential elections. Cristina then went out of politics, but returned in 2017 to lead the United peronist Party (Peronista Unido a la Si- guencia), a political group that represented her late husband's peronista legacy, and the left-wing Peronista Party (Partido Peronista del Frente de Todos), which was the result of a merger between her party and the Frente de Todos coalition led by her son.

Cristina returned to politics in Argentina's presidential elections last year, but lost to Macri. Her return to power was seen as a significant boost for the country's economy, which has been struggling with high inflation and debt. Cristina's return was also seen as a sign of the country's political stability, as it showed that the country was willing to accept a change of power and return to a more moderate political stance.

But some argue that Cristina's return could lead to a return of the country's previous policies, including high public spending and the accumulation of debts. There are also concerns about the impact of her return on the country's international relations, as some countries have expressed concerns about her support for left-wing causes and her past policies.

In Bolivia, the return of former President Evo Morales has been met with controversy, as many have expressed concerns about his policies and his alleged involvement in corruption. Morales, who was the president of Bolivia from 2006 to 2019, is known for his populist policies and his efforts to improve the living standards of the country's poor. However, he has also faced criticism for his alleged involvement in corruption, as well as for his policies towards the country's natural resources.

In Colombia, the return of former President Alvaro Uribe has also been met with controversy, as many have expressed concerns about his past involvement in the country's drug trade and his alleged involvement in the country's paramilitary groups. Uribe, who served as president from 2002 to 2006, has faced criticism for his policies towards the country's paramilitary groups and his alleged involvement in the country's drug trade.

In Uruguay, the return of former President Jose Mujica has been met with mixed reactions, as some have expressed concerns about his policies and his alleged involvement in corruption. Mujica, who served as president from 2010 to 2015, is known for his populist policies and his efforts to improve the living standards of the country's poor. However, he has also faced criticism for his alleged involvement in corruption, as well as for his policies towards the country's natural resources.
Imran says he cannot guarantee Sharif's life

Media regulator orders curbs on talk show hosts

PTI leaders shun regulator's new restrictions on media

In what appears to be a screen snapshots on independent opinion and analysis and a move to curb the media, the Faisal e-Modern Media Regulatory Authority (FPMRA) has decided to impose restrictions on talk show hosts and media personalities.

The FPMRA has announced new guidelines for talk show hosts and media personalities, including limits on their freedom of expression and the imposition of fines for violating the rules.

The new guidelines require talk show hosts to obtain prior approval from the FPMRA for any discussion that may be deemed sensitive or controversial.

The FPMRA has also introduced a new classification system for talk show hosts, with different categories for different types of content.

Premier Imran Khan has said that he cannot even guarantee his own life by tomorrow, as he is facing multiple legal challenges and health issues.

The situation looks bleak for the PTI government as it struggles to survive amid ongoing political and economic crises.

The prime minister has faced criticism for his handling of the economy, corruption allegations, and his own health, which has been a source of concern for Pakistanis.

The FPMRA has also imposed restrictions on talk show hosts and media personalities, including limits on their freedom of expression and the imposition of fines for violating the rules.
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Hansen leaving with legacy intact, despite All Blacks exit

Steve Hansen may have failed in his quest to deliver New Zealand a third consecutive World Cup, but he will step down knowing he cemented his place in All Blacks history as one of the most successful rugby union coaches of all time.

The 60-year-old leaves a record most coaches, in any sport, can only dream of: ahead of next week's third-place play-off it stands at a staggering 92 victories from 106 Tests, with four draws and just 10 losses.

That gives Hansen a 85.9 percent winning ratio and under his tenure the All Blacks lost just to Australia (four), Ireland (four), South Africa (five), England (two) and the British and Irish Lions (one).

Hansen, a straight-talking coach who never afraid to say away from tough selection calls, said he was “desperately hurting” after the 19-7 semi-final defeat by England.

“Having been here in 2007, it's disappointing, there’s nothing you can say about that,” said Hansen, who was Graham Henry's assistant when the All Blacks last tasted World Cup defeat at the 2007 quarter-finals.

“The difference was that (against England) we stepped up to the plate and got beaten by the better team.”

“Now is easy to take. But there's no shame in getting beaten by them.”

As a player, one-time policeman Hansen was a centre who played 21 Tests for Canterbury, going on to become an assistant coach to Wayne Smith and Robbie Deans at the Crusaders.

As a 52-year-old Hansen took over from Graham Henry, who returned to New Zealand, and from 2002-2004 oversaw 30 games with 19 victories and 20 defeats – a record that could not be surpassed by the All Blacks.

A shift back to his native New Zealand saw Hansen work under Graham Henry, and in May 2015, the Brazilian entity was officially opened in Doha.

Relations between the two countries witnessed many official visits and people in the political, trade, economic, investment and sports fields benefiting their common missions.

The Brazilian president’s visit to Doha coincided with the celebration of the 45th anniversary of the establishment of the diplomatic relations between the two countries, which dates back to November 1972.

In 2009, during his official visit to Brazil, Chancellor Angela Merkel and the former Prime Minister José Fábio Viana da Silva confirmed the importance of further strengthening relations between the two countries.

In 2017, during their official visit to Brazil, a number of agreements were signed in various fields.

These include agreements on the promotion of cooperation in the field of sports, education, culture and tourism.

In addition, to reduce the exchange, the formation of the joint bilateral commission to promote cooperation in various fields.

Qatar is a major partner and an important market for Brazilian products, and Brazil is the fifth trade partner of Qatar in the world. Trade exchange between Qatar and Brazil reached 2.8 billion Qatari riyals in 2017, down 15.5 percent in volume to 9.9 billion riyals.

On September 3, 2018, Qatar Airways started operating direct flights between the two capitals to the Brazilian cities of Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro.

During their visits to Doha, many Brazilian companies have showcased their products and solutions for businesses in the field of civil aviation, public transport, and tourism.

The Brazilian delegation is characterized by its strong and active partnerships that serve the interests of both countries and people in the political, trade, economic, investment and sports fields benefiting the common missions.

In 2018, Qatar Airways operated 143 destinations in 25 countries, covering 400 million passengers in a fleet of 171 aircraft. In addition, the airline is constantly expanding its network to new destinations worldwide, with a focus on destinations that are currently under development, such as Qatar Airways' future hub in Doha, Qatar, which is scheduled to open in 2021.
Qatar looks forward to expanding trade and investment co-operation: al-Kuwari

**HE the Minister calls on Qatari-Brazilian Joint Committee to hold its first session**

In his address to the Amiri Diwan between His Highness the Amir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani and Brazilian President Bolsonaro witnessed the signing of an agreement between Qatar and Brazil at the Amir Diwan yesterday.

HE al-Kuwari concluded his address by expressing his hope that the roundtable would pave the way for Qatar and Brazil to open more avenues for attracting Qatari investors to invest in different sectors, including education, tourism, and civil aviation, which will contribute to enhancing the competitiveness and diversification of national economic sectors.

He also mentioned that the Brazilian market is one of the most significant and promising markets for Qatari investors due to the high growth rate of the Brazilian economy and the significant investment capacity of the two countries.

The agreement was signed during the high-level roundtable meeting between Qatar and Brazil, which was attended by officials from both countries, including the Qatari Minister of Economy and Financial Affairs and his Brazilian counterpart, as well as representatives from private sector companies.

The meeting was held in the framework of the Qatari-Brazilian Joint Committee, which was established in 2019 to promote trade and investment co-operation between the two countries.

The agreement signed during the roundtable includes several key points, such as:

- The establishment of a joint committee to promote trade and investment co-operation between Qatar and Brazil.
- The promotion of investments in various sectors, including energy, tourism, and civil aviation.
- The promotion of cultural and educational co-operation.
- The promotion of investments in infrastructure projects, such as roads and ports.
- The promotion of investments in the aviation sector, including the establishment of direct flights between the two countries.
- The promotion of investments in the pharmaceutical sector, including the establishment of direct investments in the pharmaceutical industry in Qatar.

The agreement also includes mechanisms for the promotion and protection of investments, including the establishment of a joint committee to resolve any disputes that may arise in the framework of the agreement.

HE al-Kuwari concluded his address by expressing his hope that the agreement will contribute to enhancing the competitiveness and diversification of national economic sectors and will promote trade and investment co-operation between Qatar and Brazil.
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President of Brazil Jair Bolsonaro left Doha yesterday, concluding an official visit to Qatar. The Brazilian president was seen off upon departure at Hamad International Airport by HE the Minister of Commerce and Industry Ali bin Ahmed al-Kuwari, Qatar’s ambassador to Brazil Ahmed bin Ibrahim al-Abdullah, and Brazil’s envoy to Qatar Roberto Abdalla.

Brazil president leaves Doha

PM meets Brazilian president

His Highness the Amir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad al-Thani met with Brazilian President Jair Bolsonaro in Doha yesterday. During the meeting, they reviewed bilateral relations and ways to enhance them in various fields. They also discussed issues of common concern.

Amir holds talks with Brazilian president, witnesses signing of agreements

His Highness the Amir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad al-Thani and Brazilian President Jair Bolsonaro held yesterday a session of official talks at the Amiri Diwan. During the session, both sides discussed the strong bilateral relations and ways to develop them. His Highness the Amir and the Brazilian president also witnessed the signing of a number of agreements and memorandums of understanding. Earlier, President Bolsonaro was accorded an official reception at the Amiri Diwan.